DIRT FIRST!
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The Garden/Farm Revolution
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ollowing the natural cycles and seasons of
Mother Nature, autumn is a time of layering
her debris left behind from the harvesting of
the fruits of her labor. This ground debris sits under
winter’s blanket of snow, which for me last year began
the first week of September. The breaking-down
process utilizes soil microbes, turning vegetation
back into soil for next year’s plant growth. Mother
Nature is very efficient—she recycles everything. (See
“The Humic/Fulvic Missing Link: It’s in the Leaves!”
NLND Jul–Aug ‘16.)
The dirt beneath your feet is the key foundation
to future healthy plants—and for us as we eat them.
I chose this natural method of mulch gardening years
ago. I then combined it with the layered, “lasagna”
and straw-bale methods. (See “Straw Bale Gardens—
Breakthrough Method,” NLND May–June ‘15.)
The mystic Anastasia, in The Ringing Cedar Series,
also agrees with the natural layering process, reminding us that our planet Earth responds well to being
worked, touched and caressed by loving human
hands, using small hand tools. (See “Ancient Wisdom
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for Planting Seeds,”
NLND Nov–Dec ‘17.)
At the same time, when touching the
earth, you are receiving all the benefits of
grounding your human systems as all animals
on the planet do. (See “Earthing! Getting
Grounded to Mother,” NLND Sept–Oct ‘14.)
Love the Earth and she will nurture you back
a hundred-fold—naturally.
On a larger scale, Rick Haney, a renegade
soil scientist, is on a quest to transform
American farming and gardening practices.
Haney studied at Texas A&M for a masters
and a Ph.D. He began questioning the standard soil test that determines how much
nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus it contains, which made no sense at all to him. He
knew that it’s not about single molecules;
rather, soil health is all about integrated, complex and whole systems. Haney explains, “Our
entire agriculture industry is based upon
chemical inputs, but soil is not a set of chemicals. It’s a living, biological system. We’ve tested it
like a chemistry set because that’s easier to measure
than the soil’s actual biology.”
In nature, of course, plants grow like mad without
synthetic fertilizers, thanks to soil’s multi-millionyears-old partnership with its microorganisms. Plants
pull carbon dioxide from the atmosphere through
photosynthesis and create a carbon syrup. About 60%
of this syrup fuels the plants’ growth; the remaining is
“exuded” through the roots to feed the soil microbes,
which take mineral nutrients that they’ve liberated
from rocks, sand, silt and clay—in other words,
nature’s fertilizer. (See “Nature’s Own Fertilizers,”
NLND May–June ‘16.)
Unsustainable farming practices are bad for farmers’ bottom lines, says Haney. Only less than 50% of
the expensive, synthetic fertilizers that farmers apply
to most crops is actually used by the plants, with
much of the rest running off into drainage ditches,
streams and later, concentrating with disastrous
effects into our lakes and oceans. Haney reminds us:
“Witness the dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico or the
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SAPPHIRE (SEPTEMBER)—Devotion
to divine purpose; helps synchronize our
energy system with our higher purpose;
intensifies the qualities of loyalty and
responsibility to our true work on the planet.

tainted tap water in Ohio. Both
are directly tied to fertilizer
runoff.” He believes that cultivating healthy soil biology by NOT
applying chemicals is the key to
sustainable food production. And
he is getting amazing results!
The Haney Test Method
measures the vitality of bacteria,
fungi, and other living communities of microorganisms within the
soil. A single teaspoon of healthy
soil holds BILLIONS of these tiny
life-forms. These crowd around
the roots of a plant, jostling for
its carbon “exudates,” which the
plant doles out according to its
needs. Many innovative farmers,
despite what the million-dollar
marketing campaigns of agrichemical companies promote,
are finding they can both save
money and their landscapes with
Haney’s Test Method.
Haney’s team recently
described the conventionally tilled
land, using industrialized methods, as acres and acres without
vegetation as, “naked, hungry,
thirsty, and running a fever.”
It’s an exceptionally unnatural
process to regularly churn up soil
to such a depth, and over such
vast areas. It actually damages
those microorganisms’ hidden
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habitat and disrupts whole
communities of underground
work forces, shattering the soil’s
structure. The soil is briefly fluffed
up, but as soon as water falls on
the land, soil particles settle tightly against each other, leaving little
room for air and water.
Haney’s team lectures on a
no-till agriculture in which
farmers cut a tiny slit in the soil,
instead of creating deep furrows,
often planting their seeds in the
residue of crops harvest in an
earlier season. I now used Haney’s
practice in my own backyard
garden. It works well and is a
huge time-saver!
This team also promotes the
use of cover crops, which both
fights weeds and preserves soil
from erosion. Another practice
they use, which feeds soil without
the use of machinery or synthetic
fertilizers, is to allow livestock
onto their fields. The farm garden
looks beautiful, if different. Rick
Haney insists, “Work with Nature.
She has always had the science
right.” I
See OrionMagazine.org for the full
article excerpted here. Marlenea’s
past articles referenced here are
available at NaturalLifeNews.com.

OPAL (OCTOBER))—Feeds the etheric
and subtle bodies with a full spectrum of
luminous colors; rejuvenates spent emotional and mental forces and counteracts
the depletion of color frequencies in the
aura; replenishes our creative energies.
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